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STATEMENT OF FACTS  
 
PARTIES’ DETAILS  
 

FriendsLook is an international social media platform which operates out of the Republic of 

Novanda. It has hundreds of millions of users, and is present in more than 100 states across the 

globe. It entered the Tyrean market in January 2015, by localizing its website and establishing a 

local branch to optimize the functioning of the localized website.  

 

Whistler is another international social media network, operating out of the Republic of Kitoa. 

Its popularity has boomed in the past 8 years, since it provides the users a platform to express 

their thoughts and ideas effectively through shorts texts. It entered the Tyrean market in June 2015 

by localizing its website and establishing a local branch to optimize the functioning of the localized 

website.  

 

SpeakUp is also a social network website operating out of the Republic of Kitoa. It was founded 

in 2004 and became viral soon after because of its “blog” approach to users’ expression, with over 

400 million blogs worldwide. It entered the Tyrean market in June 2015, by opening a back-office 

and customer support centre, along with hiring technological experts for the localized version of 

the website. 

 

All these 3 networks will be hereinafter referred to as Claimants.  

 

Republic of Tyrea is a developing country and a young democracy. The country emerged from 

a civil war in 2012, however the tensions between the 2 major ethnicities (i.e. Tatyars and Minyars) 

still exist. Given these tensions, radicalistic activities mushroomed up within the country to divide 

it on ethnic and racial lines.  

 

The Republic of Tyrea will be hereinafter referred to as Respondent.  

 

 

BRIEF SUMMARY  
 

The Respondent entered into bilateral investment treaties with the Republic of Kitoa and the 

Republic of Novanda titled as the Agreement on the Promotion and Reciprocal Protection of 

Investments.  The provisions of both these BITs are pari materia to each other.  
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Respondent emerged out of the civil war in September 2012, and internationally supervised 

elections were held in January 2013 to mark its transition from a military dictatorship to a 

democracy. In order to attract foreign investment, the Respondent passed Law No. 1125-L 

liberalizing the internet and loosening its control over the media and press. It was because of this 

that major international social media networks started considering the country as a strategic new 

market, given its population and the geographically unique location.  

 

Accordingly, Claimants invested in the host-state, after several discussions with the Respondent’s 

authorities and getting specific assurances, and started operations in 2015. The websites localized 

their format to suit the needs of the Tyrean market, and were wildly successful from their first year 

itself. Given this positive response, Claimants began investing more and more into the Tyrean 

market, which increased their revenues and also helped the domestic economy.  

 

Given their reach, these websites were considered as an opportunity by the political and social 

activists of Tyrea, who began using these platforms to disseminate radicalist beliefs and to incite 

violence. Starting 2016, they started calling for extremist violent measures to end the 

“discrimination” in the society, and spread false information and hyperboles for the same.  

 

Soon after, violence erupted on the streets, which the Respondent was unable to control. In order 

to curb this widespread violence, the Respondent passed the new law on media and information 

on the 12th of January 2018, mandating all social media platforms to implement a content filtering 

algorithm and user identification mechanism. This was coupled with a provision mandating the 

social media platforms to share with the Respondent any personal communication between its 

users. The deadline to comply with the provisions of this law was set to be 60 days, which was the 

minimum time needed to develop the various technologies and ensure their effective functioning.  

 

However, 30 days into the period, the Respondent reduced the deadline from 60 days to 45 days. 

This effectively made it impossible for the social media platforms to comply with the provisions 

of the new law. Hence, all known social media platforms in Tyrea failed to implement the required 

algorithms, both domestic and foreign platforms. In this context, the Claimants were utterly 

shocked when only they were sanctioned under the law and not the local platforms, due to the 

alleged transgression.  
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Given their successful venture in Tyrea, the Claimants were willing to implement the mandated 

algorithms after incurring significant costs for the same, and sought assurances from the 

authorities that once such algorithms were implemented, the blocking will be lifted. However, the 

authorities gave no assurances to the Claimants, and it became clear to them that the Respondent 

did not intend on lifting the blocking any time in the future.  

 

Therefore, Claimants wound up their operations in Tyrea and filed their request for arbitration 

under ICSID (International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes) rules, as provided for 

under Article 9 of the BITs. They filed this request for arbitration together given the homogeneity 

of their cause of action, claims and remedies sought, after taking all the advantages of a multi-party 

arbitration in consideration.  

 

In parallel to the arbitral proceedings, the Claimants engaged a public relations firm to effectively 

lobby with the Respondent and to expedite the bilateral resolution of their disagreement with 

Tyrea. However, the Respondent saw this lobbying as an attack to their international reputation. 

Respondent alleged the involvement of the Claimants in a “smear campaign” against it, for which 

it does not have any proof. As a result of this, the Respondent filed a request for provisional 

measures to stop the Claimants from allegedly aggravating the dispute.  
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ARGUMENTS ADVANCED  
 
PROCEDURAL  
 

A. THE TRIBUNAL SHOULD GRANT THE PROVISIONAL MEASURES 
REQUESTED BY RESPONDENT.  

 

1. Provisional measures are awards or orders issued for the purpose of protecting one or 

both parties to a dispute from damage during the arbitral proceedings.  

2. Article 47 of the ICSID Convention (hereinafter, “Convention”) states, ‘Except   as   the   

parties otherwise agree, the Tribunal may, if it considers that the circumstances so require, 

recommend any provisional measures which should be taken to preserve the respective 

rights of either party.’ Reading Article 47 with Rule 39 of the ICSID Rules (hereinafter, 

“Rules”), the tribunal has the power to grant provisional measures. In this particular case, 

since there was no agreement to the contrary, the Tribunal has the power to grant such 

measures, when it deems fit.  

3. Various ICSID tribunals have interpreted these requirements to mean that provisional 

measures must (i) serve to protect certain rights of the applicant, (ii) meet the requirement 

of urgency; and (iii) the requirement of necessity, which implies the existence of a risk of 

irreparable or substantial harm. Hence, the Respondents submit that firstly, the Tribunal 

has prima facie jurisdiction to grant Provisional Measures; secondly, Provisional Measures 

serve to protect the rights of parties and ensure the status quo of the dispute; and thirdly, 

Provisional Measures are granted in the case of an urgency and the necessity to prevent 

irreparable harm. 

 

1. THE TRIBUNAL HAS PRIMA FACIE JURISDICTION TO GRANT PROVISIONAL MEASURES 
4. Article 47 of the Convention and Rule 39 of the Rules give the power to the Tribunal to 

grant provisional measures. However, to determine, whether the particular tribunal has the 

authority to do so in the specific case. The Respondents have submitted the following 

criteria, which had been laid down in CHURCHILL MINING.  

5. n the Procedural Order No.3 of CHURCHILL MINING, the following criteria was laid to 

prove whether, the ICSID can accept Prima Facie jurisdiction in the dispute: 

i. Rationae Personae: The Respondent State Tyrea is a party to the ICSID Convention, 

until the Denunciation takes effect. The Claimants are nationals of the States of Kitoa 

and Novanda, who are both parties to the ICSID Convention. 

ii. Rationae Materiae: The Claimant alleges that the present dispute arises from breaches 

by the Respondent of its obligations under the Tyrea-Kitoa BIT and Tyrea-Novanda 
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BIT (hereinafter, together referred to as the “BIT’s”). The Tribunal is aware that, in 

the Respondent’s answers to the Request for Arbitration dated 3rd September 2018, 

the Respondent submitted that ICSID does not have jurisdiction over the Dispute as 

the Respondent state is no longer a party to the ICSID.  In light of this fact, the 

Respondent submits that the dispute arose out of the concerned BIT’s hence, there 

is prima facie jurisdiction Rationae Materiae.  

iii. Rationae Temporis: The Claimant alleges in its Request for Arbitration that the 

dispute arose in February 2018, long after the entry into force of the Tyrea-Kitoa BIT 

and the Tyrea-Novanda BIT, which came into force on 20th January 2001 and 28th 

March 2000. Hence, the Tribunal finds that it has prima facie jurisdiction Ratione 

Temporis. 

iv. Rationae Voluntatis: Finally, at least at first sight, by ratifying the Tyrea-Kitoa and 

Tyrea- Novanda BIT, the Respondent consented in writing to the jurisdiction of the 

Centre over disputes such as those submitted by the Claimant. For its part, the 

Claimant consented in writing to the jurisdiction of the Centre by filing its Request 

for Arbitration. Accordingly, the Tribunal has prima facie jurisdiction Ratione 

Voluntatis.   

 

6. Using the above-mentioned criteria, the Respondents submit the ICSID does have prima 

facie jurisdiction and the authority to grant such measures 

 

 

2. PROVISIONAL MEASURES SERVE TO PROTECT THE RIGHTS OF THE PARTIES. 
7. In the tribunal judgment of UNITED UTILITIES, it seeks protection of its “vital procedural 

rights,” including the right to due process and the right to the non-aggravation of the 

dispute, which are “self–standing rights” subject to protection under Article 47 of the 

ICSID Convention. It is Tyrea’s view that its due process rights include a right to a trial 

exclusively before this Tribunal, rather than a “trial in the media” (or “trial by media”) 

(BIWATER GAUF). In extension to such vital rights, the Respondent also refers to EDF V. 

ROMANIA, that misrepresentation of facts by one party that breaches the rights of the 

other is prejudicial to the arbitration proceedings and hence should be prevented through 

provisional measures. The Respondent claims that, when the Claimants carried on their 

lobbying, by publishing certain documents, it marred the reputation of the Respondent, 

whereby the International Media began distorting Tyrea’s image in the international arena. 

Therefore, the tribunal should grant the provisional measures requested by Respondent to 
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preserve fairness in the arbitration, since Claimants have been misrepresenting the facts of 

the case to the public to Respondent’s prejudice via their widespread networks which 

threatens exacerbation and aggravation of the dispute. They are in continuous breach of 

Respondent’s right not to use public discussion as an instrument to exacerbate the dispute 

or render its resolution potentially more difficult. Due to the actions of Claimants, 

Respondent is suffering irreparable harm to its reputation among the global community 

which is further leading to a loss of countless prospective opportunities to Tyrea. 

8. The rights of the parties act in the conjunction with the irreparable harm caused to the 

parties, as stated in CEMEX V. VENEZUELA. Since they act in conjunction with one 

another, the Respondent attempt to prove the violation of these vital rights, through the 

harm caused.  

 

 

3. PROVISIONAL MEASURES ARE GRANTED IN THE CASE OF AN URGENCY AND THE 

NECESSITY TO PREVENT IRREPARABLE HARM. 
9. The Claimant has been inflicting a variety of harm upon the Respondent, like reputational 

harm, social harm and economic harm. The combination of these harms creates the 

urgency and necessity to prevent such irreparable harm from being caused (CEMEX V. 

VENEZUELA) 

10. The claimant has attempted to distort the words of the Respondent, through public 

documents that it has published. This has been done through fueling the international 

media like international-news.com, The Vox Mundus and etc. This has managed to 

downgrade Tyrea, which is evident through reports by reputed agencies like Amnesty 

International and Reporters with Borders. Moreover, the claimants are painting a grim 

picture of the policies of the Respondent. Further, the claimant has hired a wide range of 

services, to carry out its lobbying against the Respondent. They are utilizing their Big Data, 

that has been collected through statistical systems to target online accounts of individuals 

responsible for making decisions fundamental to the Respondents. Such access and 

influence make the Respondent’s position extremely precarious and susceptible to control 

by the Claimants. This harm clearly contributes to the violation of integral rights like right 

to trial, right to non-aggravation of dispute and right against misrepresentation of facts. 

All of this clearly tell us that Claimant intends to strong arm the Respondent into giving 

into the demands of the claimants. Clear coercion is further visible through the threats 

levied by the Claimants in the fact sheet, when they declared that the lobbying will continue 

until the Respondent overturns its decision to ban the Claimants. While Reputational 
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harm, is itself the biggest damage, which cannot be effectively compensated for. There is 

also other subsequent tangible damage.  

11. The Respondent is also suffering credible social harm. Tyrea is a young country, which has 

recently emerged out of an ethnic conflict, between its two major communities Tatyar and 

Minyar. It was not long ago, that Tyrea was a dictatorship, however through effective steps, 

it has succeeded in becoming a political democracy, eager to bring credible change and 

expand freedom within the country. However, this freedom cannot be at the cost of its 

safety and security. Claimant’s platforms were being used to aggravate the ethnic conflict 

and potentially, plunge the country back to its days of violence and conflict. This is why, 

the Respondent state was compelled to ban such platforms in order to ensure peace and 

order within Tyrea. However, even after being banned, the Claimants continue to use 

International Media and thereby aggravating the conflict, which the Respondent state is 

trying to curb. This is clearly a violation of the right to non-aggravation of the dispute.  

12. Tyrea is a developing country, which is determined to make itself an economic stronghold 

and carry out its developmental activities of state. It has displayed overt measures to bring 

in investment from other states. To show its commitment, it is planning a large 5-year 

sovereign bond issuance, to return to the capital markets, in December 2019, to be 

followed by a 10-year bond issuance. This will be its debut debt- raising since the beginning 

of the civil unrest, and Tyrea aims at raising up to USD 2.5 bn. Painting a grim picture of 

the country will undoubtedly aggravate its international position and is very likely to 

increase the overall cost of the issuance. Moreover, it has bid for the World Expo. World 

Expo is an opportunity for the State of Tyrea to bring in billions of dollars of Investment 

into the country and successfully carry out development. However, the Respondent’s 

efforts are being disrupted by the Claimant’s negative lobbying, which is creating undue 

pressure and creating a grim picture of Tyrea, thereby maligning its reputation. This could 

significantly impact its bid for the World Expo. Hence, it would deprive the Respondent 

of a large amount of investment. If such distortion continues, it will impact Tyrea’s image, 

that could potentially reduce investment into the country, as international investors would 

not be keen to invest, if the internal situation is so precarious and unstable. Moreover, the 

bid for World Expo is set to be finalized as early as January 2020, therefore, there is a 

further urgency that needs to considered, while granted these measures.  

13. Thereby, provisional measures should be granted and are essential to prevent the 

Claimant’s from carrying out these activities as these are not only causing irreparable harm 

to the Respondent, but are also violating the vital rights. These rights ensure that the status 
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of quo of the dispute is maintained and there is no unnecessary prejudice against either 

party. (TOKIOS TOKELES V. UKRAINE) 

 

 

 

B. THE TRIBUNAL DOES NOT HAVE JURISDICTION OVER THE 
DISPUTE.  

 

14. Article 71 of the International Centre for the Settlement of Investment Disputes, 

(hereinafter, “ICSID”) states that the rights and obligations of the parties persist for 6 

months after the denunciation of the convention by either of the parties. However, this 6-

month period cannot be extended to the rights or obligations arising out of the dispute 

post the denunciation of the Convention, since this Article cannot be relied upon by 

investors to extend the denouncing party’s consent to ICSID jurisdiction.  

15. Further, the Claimants would then rely upon Article 72. However, Article 72 essentially 

requires mutual consent. Claimants cannot bring their request within the purview of Article 

72 in the instant case. Article 72 applies the principle of irrevocability provided in Article 

25(1) to the context of denunciation. It would be a strange result for the Respondent to 

be permitted to withdraw its unilateral consent under Article 25(1) prior to it being 

perfected by an investor, but to be bound by that same unilateral consent under Article 72 

upon denouncing the convention(BARRY SANDERS). Further, the unilateral consent by 

the Respondent in BIT’s, would not suffice because it does not itself constitute consent, 

but rather an offer of consent. Hence, for Article 72 to apply, there needs to be a mutuality 

of consent (SCHREUER: DENUNCIATION OF THE ICSID CONVENTION).  The 

Respondent submits that Article 71 is not applicable because there was an absence of 

mutual consent; secondly, Article 72 modifies Article 71 to give consent precedence over 

the Convention and thirdly, Registration of the Request of arbitration amounts to consent 

and not merely its filing.  

1. ARTICLE 71 IS NOT APPLICABLE BECAUSE THERE IS NO MUTUALITY OF CONSENT. 
16. Article 71 is not applicable, because the Respondent withdrew from the convention on 5th 

January 2018. However, the Investor had accepted the jurisdiction after the notice of 

denunciation on 29th June 2018, hence there was an absence of mutual consent between 

both parties. Consent is the cornerstone of Investment Arbitration. (GARY BORN) By 
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denouncing the convention, a State withdraws any unilateral offers of consent to 

arbitration under the Convention and prevents ICSID from asserting jurisdiction over new 

claims. (Aaron Broches). 

 

2. ARTICLE 72 MODIFIES ARTICLE 71 TO GIVE IMPORTANCE TO CONSENT OVER 

CONVENTION 
17. Referring to Article 72, Article 72 modifies Article 71 in the following ways:   

a. The critical date for the denunciation’s effect on consent is not the general rule on the 

taking of effect of the notice of denunciation (6 months after its receipt) but rather the 

date of its receipt. 

b. Rights or obligations arising from consent to jurisdiction remain unaffected by the 

denunciation even beyond the date the denunciation takes effect i.e. beyond the six month 

period. If there was consent from both the parties, prior to the notice of denunciation. 

(SCHREUER: DENUCIATION) 

18. The irrevocability of consent provided for in Article 25(1) operates only after the consent 

has been perfected through ‘‘consent in writing’’ which should be a combination of 

consent to ICSID arbitration given by Tyrea in the BIT, and the investor’s consent 

contained in the Request for Arbitration (AMT V. ZAIRE, LANCO V. ARGENTINA). 

Therefore, the tribunal does not have jurisdiction over the present dispute since it arose 

after Respondent had denounced the convention. The alleged expropriation occurred in 

March 2018, whereas Respondent had denounced the convention in January itself. 

Therefore, Respondent’s consent to arbitrations as mentioned under Article 9 of the 

Tyrea-Novanda BIT and Tyrea-Kitoa BIT (hereinafter, “BITs”) would no longer be 

applicable, as it had withdrawn its consent through denunciation.  

19. A unilateral offer would not be binding on the State which had made it until it had been 

accepted by an investor. If the State withdraws its unilateral statement [of consent] by 

denouncing the Convention before it has been accepted by any investor, no investor could 

later bring a claim before the Centre. If, however, the unilateral offer of the State has been 

accepted before the Denunciation of the Convention, then disputes arising between the 

State and the investor after the date of denunciation will still be within the jurisdiction of 

the Centre. Prof. Broches stated that states could withdraw their consent to arbitration in 

an investment treaty ‘as long as the investor had not equally consented,’” and that, 

therefore, “Article 72 only becomes relevant when the investor [has] ‘equally consented’. 
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(Aaron Broches). It would be contrary to the principle of good faith for a party, knowing 

that a state has denounced the Convention, to perfect its consent during the six- month 

period (SCHREUER: DENUNCIATION). If the Principle of irrevocability of consent is 

unduly applied, there is a clear potential, that it can embroil the Respondent State in 

indefinite proceedings, possibly even those, it has not consented. Then, consent would 

take the backseat. To ensure that the interests of both the parties are taken into account, 

consent is given precedence. However, by the contention of the Claimants, Investors shall 

bring any dispute, whenever it wishes, thereby disregarding consent. (FABRICA V. 

VENEZUELA).  

 

3. REGISTRATION OF THE REQUEST OF ARBITRATION IS THE RELEVANT DATE OF 

CONSENT AND NOT ITS FILING.  
20. In arguendo, Tyrea was not a contracting state at the time of institution of proceedings: 

The critical date for the status of contracting state is the time of institution of proceedings 

(SCHREUER: DENUCIATION). A proceeding under the Convention shall be deemed to 

have been instituted on the date of the registration of the request (RULE 6(2), 

INSTITUTION RULES). The Respondent was not a contracting state when the request was 

registered. This 6-month period elapsed on 5th July 2018, however the request was 

registered on 16 July 2018, after Respondent’s denunciation had taken place. Therefore, 

since consent to the jurisdiction of ICSID is not perfected, the Centre would have no 

jurisdiction over the dispute. (FABRICA V. VENEZUELA). 

 

21. The Respondent submits that it can withdraw its unilateral consent by denouncing the 

Convention before it has been accepted by any investor, and no investor could later bring 

a claim before the Centre. (AARON BROCHES, FABRICA V. VENEZUELA).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
C. THE TRIBUNAL DOES NOT HAVE JURISDICTION OVER THE MULTI-
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PARTY CLAIM BROUGHT AGAINST RESPONDENT.  

 

22. The tribunal does not have jurisdiction over the multi-party claim. ICSID Convention is 

silent on Multi-party claims. The Claimants would contend that Multi-party claims should 

be admitted keeping in mind, the ordinary meaning of the convention. (ARTICLE 31, 

VCLT). However, predominantly, Multi-party claims have been admitted by the ICSID 

majorly in the last decade only. The few cases of multi-party arbitrations that took place 

within the ICSID frameworks were always either with the clear agreement of the parties 

or with no objection from the Respondent, which amounts to an implied consent which 

is absent in the present case (SCHREUER). 

23. These claims were admitted, due to the circumstances of the factual scenarios of those 

disputes. Multi-party claims are usually decided upon on a case to case basis, keeping in 

mind the circumstances of the case. Certain standards have been established, however, in 

this particular dispute, these standards have clearly not been met, therefore Multi-party 

Claim should not be admitted.  

24. The Tyrea-Kitoa BIT and Kitoa-Novanda BIT are also silent on Multi-party Claims. 

Moreover, there is an absence of consent for such arbitrations from the Respondent. The 

claims that have been filed by the Claimants are not homogenous in nature and arise from 

different BIT’s. Therefore, the Respondent submits that Multi-party claims should not be 

admitted because firstly, there is an absence of consent from the side of the Respondent 

and secondly, there is great distinction in the factual and legal matrix of the present claims. 

1. ABSENCE OF OVERT CONSENT FROM THE RESPONDENT 

25. In this particular case, the BIT’s and the ICSID Convention are silent on Multiparty 

Claims. Therefore, a there is a need of express consent by both the parties (GEORGE ABI-

SAAB, SANTIAGO TORRES BERANDEZ, ZACHARY DOUGLAS). Further, it is insufficient 

to merely establish consent to arbitration between each individual party and the State for 

the purpose of multiparty arbitration. Rather this has to be supplemented with evidence 

which shows that the parties specifically consented to a multiparty arbitration. 

Additionally, Article 12(7) of the BITs merely state that the generally recognized rules and 

principles of International Law will be applicable to the proceedings. However, in the 

present dispute, Claimants have unilaterally decided to pursue their different suits through 

a single proceeding without ascertaining Respondent’s consent. Article 12(1) of the BITs 

merely provides for an agreement over arbitration and there is nothing in the Article from 
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which the inference of consent to multi-party arbitration can be drawn. The absence of 

Respondent’s consent means that there is no state consent, which is contrary to the 

recognized principles of International law and hence is in derogation of Article 12(7). 

Therefore, Claimants cannot pursue this case on a multiparty basis since Respondent has 

not consented to such proceedings. The rule of “secondary consent” from the respondents 

is consistent in multi-party arbitration, which should be pursued with no objection from 

the Respondent, amounting to an implied consent (GEORGE ABI-SAAB). Since, the 

Respondent has not demonstrated the requisite consent, Multi-party arbitrations should 

not be admitted.  

26. Alternatively, if we refer to Article 9 of the both the BIT’s, it specifically indicates that 

dispute arising out of the BIT must be between a Contracting Party and ‘a national’ of the 

other contracting party. The singular usage of the word ‘National’ limits the scope of this 

clause to admit Multi-party Arbitrations (SANTIAGO TORRES BERNANDEZ). Moreover, 

disputes are arising from two different BIT’s, since the claimants belong to two different 

states. Since, there is a void in the Convention, regarding the admissibility and jurisdiction 

of Multi-party Arbitrations, the intent of the States expressed in BIT’s needs to be 

considered. Owing to the fact, the intent expressed by the text of BIT’s bars multi-party 

claims. The Respondent submits that Multi-party claims should not be admitted in this 

particular dispute.  

2. THERE IS DISTINCTION IN THE FACTUAL AND LEGAL MATRIX OF THE PRESENT 

CLAIMS. 

27. Multiparty arbitration cannot be allowed where the claimants are unrelated, and 

investments, disputes and source of consent is distinct (ACCESSION V. HUNGARY, EMMIS 

V. HUNGARY, ERHAS V. TURKMENISTAN). Both the sources of consent are also different 

in nature, one is the Tyrea-Novanda BIT and Tyrea-Kitoa BIT. The two BIT’s cannot be 

said to be pari-materiae, since the preamble of both the BIT’s are distinct. Furthermore, 

the disputes arose from different investments, under different BIT’s. There is credible 

difference in operations among the three claimants as well. The three claimants have 

distinct platforms and reacted to the blocking in a different, two of the Claimants namely 

Friendslook PLC and Whistler Inc. tried to abide by the new regulations initially and Speak 

up decided to use alternate routes to bypass meeting such regulations. 

28. Referring to the test laid down in ABACLAT, Whether the claimants have homogeneous 

rights of compensation for a homogenous damage caused to them by potential 

homogenous breaches by {the host state} of homogeneous obligations provided for in the 
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BIT. This is has been usually followed by tribunals, before admitting multiparty claims. 

However, in this dispute, none of the Claims or claimants are homogenous in nature. 

Despite the fact that the Claimants had common minority investors, their forums were 

different and the impact was also not identical. Moreover, the Claimants may refer to 

Abaclat, however, in Abaclat, there were thousands of Claimants under the same BIT. But 

here, the claims have been registered under two different BIT’s. Moreover, the existence 

of the two separate BITs is evidence of the Respondent’s intention to confine any dispute 

to the nationals of the respective contracting states only (BERNARD HANOTIAU). 

29. As the tribunal in Giovanni Alemanni v. Argentina has clarified, the crux of the issue of 

Respondent’s specific consent to arbitrate in multipartite proceedings hinges on the 

existence of a single dispute. However, in the instant dispute, the Claimants are praying 

for relief on the basis of, several unrelated investments made at different points in time, 

and of their respective legitimate expectations in response to separate negotiations. No 

single dispute can be carved out among the parties particularly in the given scenario that 

the issues have arose from two different and independent Bilateral Investment Treaties 

and a consolidated proceeding will inevitably delay the enforcement of the parties' rights. 

Since object of both the BITs differs significantly hence, multiparty claims would result in 

an undesirable merger of the remedies and would affect the scope of liability (LG&E V. 

ARGENTINA, SUEZ V. ARGENTINA). Three of the Claimants are economically and socially 

powerful, combined proceedings could put the Respondent under undue pressure. 

Moreover, the Claims have been filed via Third-party funding, thereby bolstering their 

economic powers and bringing new parties into the dispute. Furthermore, the Claimants 

defaulted in disclosing information regarding the third-party funding; such omission is 

antithetical to the transparency standard set by the convention and customary practices. 

Since prima facie the interests represented on all sides are not equal the present claims 

cannot be adjudicated on a multipartite basis. Hence, the Respondent submits that owing 

to the absence of expressed consent by both the parties and lack of homogeneity between 

the issues, the Tribunal should not admit the multi-party claim. 
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                    MERITS 
 

D. THE BLOCKING OF CLAIMANTS’ PLATFORMS DOES NOT AMOUNT TO 
EXPROPRIATION UNDER ARTICLE 6 OF THE BITS.  

 
 
Article 6 of the BITs provides that, “neither contracting party shall take any measures depriving 

the nationals of the other contracting party of their investments.” Here, the operative phrase is 

‘measures depriving investors of their investments’. In order to support a conclusion that the 

investor has been deprived, the impact of the measures has to be permanent, substantial and 

should restrictively interfere with the enjoyment of the investment (AMCO V. IRAN, TECMED V. 

MEXICO).  

However, in the present case, the measures taken by the Respondent do not have a permanent, 

substantial or an interfering impact on the investment of the Claimants. Therefore, the Claimants 

have not been deprived of their investments. Accordingly, there is 1) neither direct expropriation 

2) nor indirect expropriation. Moreover, 3) the measures taken by the Respondent constitute a 

valid exercise of its regulatory powers.  

 

1. MEASURES DO NOT AMOUNT TO DIRECT EXPROPRIATION.  
Direct expropriation involves an open, deliberate and acknowledged takings of property such as 

an outright seizure or obligatory formal transfer of title in favor of the host state (AMCO V IRAN, 

FELDMAN V MEXICO). The defining elements of direct expropriation have been listed in 

textbooks like Oppenheim’s International Law and M.N. SHAW ON INTERNATIONAL LAW, 

and these are followed by all state-investor arbitration tribunals. These have also defined direct 

expropriation to mean a forcible taking by the Government of tangible or intangible property owned by private 

persons by means of administrative or legislative action to that effect (TECMED V. MEXICO, TIPPETS & ORS. 

V. IRAN). 

 

In the present case, the Claimants continue to have possession of their tangible and intangible 

properties, both in terms of their legal ownership and actual control. The Respondent has not 

seized any of the Claimants’ properties, let alone obligating the Claimants to transfer their 

properties in its favor. The Claimants have full and autonomous control over their assets, be it 

their offices, staff, algorithms, R&D or technical know-how. The blocking of the Claimants’ social 

media platforms does not amount to direct expropriation since mere blocking of the websites 

transgressing the law does not mean that there has been a transfer of ownership or title in favor 

of the state or any other third party.  
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Therefore, Respondent’s measures did not directly expropriate the Claimants’ investments since 

the Claimants continue to have ownership over their investments and there has been no 

forcible/mandatory ttransfer of title in the Respondent’s favor  

 

2. MEASURES DO NOT AMOUNT TO INDIRECT EXPROPRIATION.  
 

Indirect expropriation relates to measures which have a destructive and long-lasting effect on the 

economic value of the investment and its expected benefits to the investor. The tribunal in POPE 

& TALBOT INC V. CANADA held that to constitute indirect expropriation “the interference with 

the investor’s property has to sufficiently restrictive to support a conclusion that the property has 

been taken from the owner.”  This restrictive interference can only be established when the 

deprivation is irreversible and permanent (TECMED V MEXICO, TELENOR V. HUNGARY). This 

has been illustrated by the tribunal in S.D. MYERS V. CANADA when it held that a temporary 

closure of the border which delayed the investor’s venture into the market was not expropriatory 

because of its reversable-nature and temporariness.  

Law No. 0808-L, which amended the Law on Media and Information, mandated every social 

media platform operating in Tyrea to implement an efficient filtering algorithm and a user 

identification mechanism. To ensure that all the social media companies comply with this new law, 

Article 117 (s) was added to the Tyrean Penal Code (hereinafter referred to as “TPC”), sanctioning 

failure to comply with Article 51 of the Law on Media and Information. 

Article 117(s) of the TPC provided for fine and/or blocking of the transgressing websites. The 

nature of such a blocking was to depend on the possibility to cure the transgression due to which 

the platform was to be blocked. Hence, if there existed a possibility to cure the transgression, the 

blocking (if any) would be temporary in nature. Such a blocking would have been lifted as soon as 

the transgression was cured.  

In the present case, the Claimants failed to implement an efficient filtering algorithm and user 

identification mechanism before the statutory deadline, and hence transgressed Article 51 of the 

Law on Media and Information. To sanction this, the Tyrean Communication Authority 

(hereinafter referred to as TCA) blocked the Claimants’ websites. This blocking was temporary 

since the transgressions, i.e. the non-implementation of efficient filtering algorithms and user 

identification mechanisms, could have been easily cured by the Claimants.  

Moreover, the Respondent made the temporary nature of the blocking sufficiently clear by the 

wording of the ordinances issued to block the Claimants’ websites. As was provided in the 

ordinances, they were “pending further notice”. This meant that the nature of the ordinances was 
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temporary, which can be changed once the transgressions are cured by the Claimants. Hence, the 

Respondent made it abundantly clear to the Claimants about the temporary nature of the blocking, 

by both its general representations, i.e. Article 117(s) of TPC, and its specific representations to 

the Claimants. i.e. the ordinances that were issued to them.  

In addition to this, the Claimants were not radically deprived of their investments since they would 

have continued to have their users that they had before the blocking, once their websites were 

unblocked. During the period of the blocking of the Claimants’ websites, no new social media 

websites were launched in Tyrea and the existing ones did not record any increase in their 

popularity. This means that the Claimants would have recovered their original position in the 

market, as market leaders, as soon as they would have been unblocked.  

Accordingly, Respondent did not expropriate Claimants’ investments since they neither outrightly 

seized Claimants’ property nor act in a way which has destructive and long-lasting effects on the 

property’s economic value. The implementation of the TCA’s ordinance and the resulting blocking 

of Claimants’ websites did not radically deprive Claimants of economic use and expected benefits 

of their investment, since the effects of these were temporary at best. 

 

3. MEASURES WERE TAKEN UNDER THE LEGITIMATE EXERCISE OF RESPONDENT’S 

REGULATORY POWERS.  
 

Nevertheless, the measures are a legitimate exercise of Respondent’s regulatory powers under Sub-

sections (a), (b) and (c) of Article 6 of the BITs, since a) these were taken in public interest, b) 

were followed under due process of law, c) were not discriminatory and d) were not contrary to 

any undertaking which the Respondent gave.  

 

a. Measures were taken in public interest.  

Respect for States’ Sovereignty is the basic tenet of international law, and there exists a high 

measure of deference that international law extends to the rights of the domestic authorities to 

regulate matters within their own borders (S.D. MYERS V. CANADA, LIAMCO V. LIBYA). 

Accordingly, all states are free to determine how they want to regulate matters internally and take 

actions according to what they consider to be in the public interest (LFL OPPENHEIM, MARTIN 

DIXON). This means that it is upto the state to determine what the threshold of public interest is 

and whether or not a particular situation comes within the ambit of such public interest.  

In the present situation, there existed tensions between the different ethnic communities of Tyrea, 

namely Tatyar and Minyar. Radicalists started using social media platforms to raise these tensions 
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and incite violence against the communities and the government. This they did by using social 

media websites, including the Claimants’ websites, and spreading false posts and posting 

inflammatory content which was highly provocative and hateful. Hundreds of Tatyar citizens lost 

their lives due to the ethnic violence which erupted due to these posts, along with the millions of 

dollars of property damage across the country.  

Moreover, there exist various reports which show that ‘Hate Speech on social media websites 

played a determining role in stirring up genocide of thousands in Myanmar’ (UN Official 

Reporter), along with a growing body of research which shows misuse of social media by radical 

and fringe elements of the society to spread ethnic, religious and radical violence (FANNING THE 

FLAMES OF HATE: SOCIAL MEDIA & HATE SPEECH, UNIVERSITY OF WARWICK).  

Accordingly, it became pertinent that peace be restored in the country and further loss of lives be 

prevented, which could be achieved by stopping the misuse of social media by radicalists. Law 

NO. 0808-L and its related amendments were passed to achieved the given purpose, by mandating 

all social media websites to implement filtering algorithms to prevent hate speech and radical 

content from being posted on their platform and a user identification mechanism to identify and 

block all fake accounts. Further, this information was required to identify the people responsible 

for spreading hate and chaos across the country.  

b. Due process was followed while carrying out the measures.  

While some tribunals have held that good faith efforts by the state to achieve the objectives of its 

laws and promote general welfare counter-balance procedural deficiencies (GENIN V. ESTONIA, 

GAMI V. MEXICO), the Respondent followed due process while carrying out its measures. This 

was in the context of widespread violence across  the country, with the social and political situation 

fast deteriorating with clashes erupting all across Tyrea due to radcialists unfettered mobilization 

efforts.  

1. All laws, decrees and ordinances were passed by following all the required legal processes, 

and by the authorized personnel. For eg: Law No. 0808-L was passed after being duly 

adopted by Tyrean National Assembly and approved by the President. Actions against the 

Claimants under Article 117(s) were carried on by the officials of the TCA who were 

authorized under the law.  

2. There existed various fair and impartial adjudicators available to the Claimants, like the 

national courts of Tyrea and the arbitral tribunal under Additional Facility rules of the 

ICSID. Hence, the Claimants had the choice to decide among these forums to seek 

adjudication for their disputes with the Respondent.  
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3. Claimants were given a fair hearing to present their concerns, which were duly heard and 

taken into account while carrying out the measures. The Tyrean Minister of 

Telecommunications, IT and Mass Media, Mr. Fredrik Woodlandt met with the Regional 

Vice-President of SpeakUp, Ms. Saraid Anne Parlante on the 28th of January, 2018 where 

she raised her concerns about the new law on media and information. Mr. Woodlandt at 

that very instance clarified that ‘what was written cannot be changed’ and therefore the 

compliance period cannot be changed and that the nature of the blocking will depend on 

the possibility to cure the transgression as had been provided under the law.  

4. The Claimants were duly notified of all the ordinances and decrees that were passed. This 

was in context of the fast deteriorating situation in Tyrea and the Claimants were well 

aware that compliance periods may be shifted to adjust with the changing dynamics of the 

spread of violence in the country.  

 

c. Measures were not discriminatory.  

In order for the measures to be discriminatory, investors in similar circumstances have to treated 

differentially by the host state. This follows from the standard of reasonableness which is required 

of state’s conduct while dealing with investors. As a corollary to the above-mentioned rule, this 

standard also provides the state to treat different investors differently, in line with the objective of 

their laws and policies (SALUKA V. CZECH REPUBLIC). 

Contrary to what the Claimants allege, the measures taken by the Respondent were not 

discriminatory, since the new law established a universal standard which did not have any 

distinction as to any particular entity or person (CHEMUTRA V. CANADA). The Respondent treated 

the investors differently under this new law because there existed reasonable differentia between 

the local investors and the Claimants’ platforms.  

The local investors’ platforms and the Claimants’ platforms were significantly different on two 

accounts; a) kind of content being posted, b) the impact and reach of these platforms.  

1) The content being posted on the Claimants’ platforms was highly inflammatory with 

radicalists directly provoking Tyreans to use violence and “any means necessary” to against 

the other ethnicities and the Tyrean state. On the other hand, the content being published 

on local investors’ websites was not provocative and did not incite violence.  

Moreover, the nature of the content was also different since on Wink only short links were 

circulated which escaped the filtering algorithm, and hence such a failure of the algorithm 

could not be accorded to the inefficiency of the algorithms.  
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2) The impact and reach of the posts was also very different since the Claimants’ platforms 

were the most popular social media websites in Tyrea, with over 5 times more users than 

the local investors. This meant that Claimants’ platforms provided the radicalists with the 

maximum audience to disseminate and propagate their views and agenda. This popularity 

was the reason why these platforms were specifically targeted and the most used by the 

radicalists to wage hate campaigns, augment their message and reach new audiences. 

Moreover, content posted on these platforms also created a ripple effect, which led to 

widespread dissemination of hate messages, unlike the local platforms with their 

considerably less popularity.  

Furthermore, there existed a big difference in the way the Claimants responded to the new law on 

media and information from the local investors. While all investors failed to develop a filtering 

algorithm, it was the Claimants alone who refused to implement the user identification mechanism 

which they had already developed. This is a clear case of non-compliance with the laws of Tyrea 

and consequently a disregard of Tyrea’s sovereign rule making power, which was unacceptable to 

the state.  

Accordingly, the measures followed a standard of reasonableness where different investors were 

treated differently by the Respondent according to their respective circumstances, and in the 

present situation the gravity of their transgression, which was in line with the objective of the new 

law on media and information. Hence, the measures were not discriminatory. 

 

d. Measures were not contrary to prior undertakings.  

In its representations to the Claimants, the Respondent stated that a new internet era had begun 

for Tyrea, and liberal media laws will be introduced in the country to pave the way for the 

Claimants to establish successful social media websites in the country. This meant that the ambit 

of right to speech and expression will be broadened, with the state doing away with its erstwhile 

censorship regime, which would be beneficial for the Claimants websites and suit their revenue 

models.  

However, these representations did not mean that the Respondent would not do anything to check 

the growing radicalist activity on the social media platforms which consequently led to widespread 

violence. The Respondent, by stating that it sought to protect and further the citizens’ right to 

speech and expression, did not mean that this right was absolute and there existed no restrictions 

on its exercise.  
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In the present case, Respondent reserved the right to place certain reasonable restrictions on the 

exercise of speech and expression, for general welfare and public interest considerations. By 

mandating the implementation of the aforementioned algorithms and mechanisms, it placed a 

reasonable restriction on the right to prevent radicalists from spreading violence across the 

country.   

Accordingly, it was reasonable for the Claimants to have expected that in a country like Tyrea 

where tensions existed between ethnic communities and democracy was at a very nascent stage, 

they would be required to implement certain filtering algorithms to prevent untoward incidents 

from happening.  

  

Concluding, Respondent’s actions dated 28th February 2018 were based on substantial evidence 

that conclusively linked Claimants’ investments to the deterioration of peace and the radicalisation 

of masses in Tyrea. These measures were taken in public interest, after following due process of 

law. Furthermore, they were neither applied in a discriminatory manner nor were contrary to any 

representations made by Respondent. The state is hence not liable to pay compensation to 

Claimants since the measures were aimed at general welfare and were adopted in a bona fide and 

non-discriminatory manner.  
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E. THE BLOCKING OF CLAIMANTS’ PLATFORMS DOES NOT BREACH THE FET 
STANDARD UNDER ARTICLE 3(1) OF THE BITS.  

 
 

Article 3 of the BITs mandated the Respondent to follow the Fair and Equitable Treatment 

standard (“FET standard”) while dealing with the Claimants’ investments, prohibiting it from 

using unreasonable or discriminatory measures. The provisions of the FET standard are two-fold 

in nature; absolute and relative. Respondent did not breach the Fair and Equitable Treatment 

standard (“FET standard”) as provided under Article 3 of the BITs. Respondent’s measures were 

neither unreasonable nor discriminatory, and hence passed both the absolute and relative tests of 

the FET standard (OPPENHEIM, MONDEV AWARD, LOEWEN AWARD).  

 

1. MEASURES DO NOT BREACH THE ABSOLUTE TEST OF FET STANDARD.  
 

Absolute standards encompass treating the foreign investment in accordance with the 

International Minimum Standard (“IMS”), which includes 1) fulfilling legitimate expectations of 

the investor and 2) observing due process. This means that there exists a minimum standard of 

treatment which has to be accorder to any foreign investor, and this serves as a floor, the absolute 

minimum, below which conduct is not accepted by the international community and under 

international law (GLAMIS GOLD, HANS ROTH). This entails providing international investments 

treatment that does not affect the basic expectations that were taken into account by the foreign 

investor to make the investment (TECMED, SALUKA INVESTMENTS). 

 

a. Legitimate expectation of the Investors were protected.  

While forming legitimate expectations, the investors have to research the intricacies of the 

particular market and have to especially take the particular context of the host state into account, 

which includes the social, political and historical dynamics of the host state (SALUKA 

INVESTMENTS V, CZECH REPUBLIC, S.D. MYERS V. CANADA).  

In the present situation, the Claimants were very well aware that Tyrea was a country which had 

recently emerged out of a civil war in 2012 and that there still existed tensions between its two 

major ethnic communities- the Tatyar and the Minyar. Moreover, they were also aware of the 

political nascency of the Tyrean society, along with the presence of radicalist elements in the 

society. In this context, the Claimants should have reasonably expected the possibility of their 

platforms being misused by radicalists to spread hate speech, and the Tyrean government taking 

actions to prevent the spread of such hate speech. Hence, the Claimants could have reasonably 
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expected that the Respondent will pass laws to prevent hate speech and misuse of social media 

platforms.  

Moreover, the investors “cannot expect that the circumstances prevailing at the time the 

investments were made remain totally unchanged” (SALUKA INVESTMENTS V. IRAN), without 

any explicit promise or guarantee from the Respondent that the laws of the state will remain 

unchanged (PARKERINGS-COMPAGINET V. LITHUANIA).  

In addition, the absolute test, based on customary international law (“CIL”), allows the host state 

to use its regulatory powers to maintain peace and general welfare, in light of a changing political 

environment (PARKERINGS-COMPAGINET V. LITHUANIA). Therefore, it provides for a balance 

between the protection of legitimate expectations of the investor and reasonable degree of 

regulatory flexibility of the states’ powers. Since, Claimants’ websites were being used by extremist 

groups to create unrest between the ethnic communities of the state, exacerbating the political 

instability of the state. This led to several casualties all across Tyrea. In such a dire situation, 

Respondent’s use of its regulatory powers did not breach the absolute test under CIL. 

b. Due Process was observed by the Respondent  

As stated above, the Respondent followed due process while carrying out its measures. This was 

in the context of widespread violence across the country, with the social and political situation fast 

deteriorating with clashes erupting all across Tyrea due to radcialists unfettered mobilization 

efforts.  

1. All laws, decrees and ordinances were passed by following all the required legal processes, 

and by the authorized personnel. For eg: Law No. 0808-L was passed after being duly 

adopted by Tyrean National Assembly and approved by the President. Actions against the 

Claimants under Article 117(s) were carried on by the officials of the TCA who were 

authorized under the law.  

2. There existed various fair and impartial adjudicators available to the Claimants, like the 

national courts of Tyrea and the arbitral tribunal under Additional Facility rules of the 

ICSID. Hence, the Claimants had the choice to decide among these forums to seek 

adjudication for their disputes with the Respondent.  

3. Claimants were given a fair hearing to present their concerns, which were duly heard and 

taken into account while carrying out the measures. The Tyrean Minister of 

Telecommunications, IT and Mass Media, Mr. Fredrik Woodlandt met with the Regional 

Vice-President of SpeakUp, Ms. Saraid Anne Parlante on the 28th of January, 2018 where 

she raised her concerns about the new law on media and information. Mr. Woodlandt at 
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that very instance clarified that ‘what was written cannot be changed’ and therefore the 

compliance period cannot be changed and that the nature of the blocking will depend on 

the possibility to cure the transgression as had been provided under the law.  

4. The Claimants were duly notified of all the ordinances and decrees that were passed. This 

was in context of the fast deteriorating situation in Tyrea and the Claimants were well 

aware that compliance periods may be shifted to adjust with the changing dynamics of the 

spread of violence in the country.  

 

2. MEASURES DO NOT BREACH THE RELATIVE TEST OF FET STANDARD.  
 

The relative test prohibits the state from discriminating among investors of a similar kind and 

employing measures which have a disproportionate impact on them.  

The effect of Respondent’s measures was not discriminatory or disproportionate since the other 

websites (Wink and TruthSeeker) lacked the popularity and the active user base to adversely affect 

the law and order situation of the state, unlike Claimants’ websites. 

The local investors’ platforms and the Claimants’ platforms were significantly different on two 

accounts; a) kind of content being posted, b) the impact and reach of these platforms.  

The content being posted on the Claimants’ platforms was highly inflammatory with radicalists 

directly provoking Tyreans to use violence and “any means necessary” to against the other 

ethnicities and the Tyrean state. On the other hand, the content being published on local investors’ 

websites was not provocative and did not incite violence.  

Moreover, the nature of the content was also different since on Wink only short links were 

circulated which escaped the filtering algorithm, and hence such a failure of the algorithm could 

not be accorded to the inefficiency of the algorithms.  

The impact and reach of the posts was also very different since the Claimants’ platforms were the 

most popular social media websites in Tyrea, with over 5 times more users than the local investors. 

This meant that Claimants’ platforms provided the radicalists with the maximum audience to 

disseminate and propagate their views and agenda. This popularity was the reason why these 

platforms were specifically targeted and the most used by the radicalists to wage hate campaigns, 

augment their message and reach new audiences. Moreover, content posted on these platforms 

also created a ripple effect, which led to widespread dissemination of hate messages, unlike the 

local platforms with their considerably less popularity.  

Furthermore, there existed a big difference in the way the Claimants responded to the new law on 

media and information from the local investors. While all investors failed to develop a filtering 
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algorithm, it was the Claimants alone who refused to implement the user identification mechanism 

which they had already developed. This is a clear case of non-compliance with the laws of Tyrea 

and consequently a disregard of Tyrea’s sovereign rule making power, which was unacceptable to 

the state.  

Accordingly, the measures followed a standard of reasonableness where different investors were 

treated differently by the Respondent according to their respective circumstances, and in the 

present situation the gravity of their transgression, which was in line with the objective of the new 

law on media and information.  Therefore, Respondent did not breach the FET standard of 

treatment in any manner.  
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F. THE COMPENSATION REQUESTED BY CLAIMANTS IS SPECULATIVE SINCE 
DCF IS NOT THE APPROPRIATE METHOD FOR THE QUANTIFICATION OF 
DAMAGES IN THIS CASE.  

 

Respondent is not required to pay Claimants any compensation whatsoever, since there has been 

no expropriation in the present case.  

In case the tribunal finds the converse to be true, Respondent is not required to pay the amount 

of compensation requested by Claimant since it is highly speculative and the method used to arrive 

at it is inappropriate. The compensation requested does not incorporate the risk factor involved 

in the investment, and hence does not include reasonable industry wide rates of return over 

inflation, special risks associated with the particular industry and the concerned host state. 

Furthermore, it makes highly subjective and arbitrary appropriation and claims under the garb of 

scientific accuracy.  

The Discounted Cash Flow (“DCF”) method, used by Claimants, is not an appropriate method 

for the quantification of damages in the present case. This is because Claimants do not have an 

established record of profitability and operability in the Tyrean market, and no presence 

whatsoever in the Alcadia and Larnacia markets. Most tribunals do not allow claims for indirect 

damages if they are conjectural and speculative or susceptible to inaccurate determination. 

Accordingly, in TECMED V. MEXICO, the tribunal disregarded the use of the DCF method given 

Claimant’s brief operating history, lack of objective data and a heavy dependence on future 

investments in the calculation of damages.  

On the contrary, the appropriate approach to quantify the damages should be based on the 

historical operating data of Claimants’ websites, rather than speculative future projections. 

Therefore, the tribunal should use the ‘proven expenditure’ method to quantify the damages 

suffered.  

 

 


